
COVID-19 by Zero Hedge
The antidote is the truth!

QUOTE: "In CDC’s worst-case scenario, CDC expects more than 150–200 million 
infections within the US. This estimate is hundreds of times bigger than China’s infection rate (30% 
of our population compared to 0.006% in China). Does that really sound plausible to you? China 
has a sub-par healthcare system, attempted to suppress the news about COVID-19 early on, a 
lack of transparency, an authoritarian government, and millions of Chinese traveling for the Lunar 
Festival at the height of the outbreak. In the US, we have a significant lead time, several therapies 
proving successful, transparency, a top tier healthcare system, a democratic government, and 
media providing ample accountability."

QUOTE:  "Does it make more sense for us to pay a tax to expand medical capacity quickly or pay 
the cost to our whole nation of a recession? Take the example of closing schools which will easily 
cost our economy $50 billion. For that single unanimous totalitarian act, we could have built 50 
hospitals with 500+ beds per hospital."

Read the important essay in its entirety, with the charts, numbers and graphs, 
and then make up your mind with respect to the risk and the panic.

It is a long article that'll leave you gasping for breath, more so than Covid-19.

You'll breathe again afterward with a better understanding surrounding the virus, 
the panic, the price business and society will pay for the panic, and the whyfors 
for all of it. More importantly, after this article you might ponder who profits? That, 
is what this essay will answer. 

THE FOOL KNOWN AS AMERICA

You might wonder if there's meat behind asserting China's desire to 
crush Donald Trump's re-election chances? Specifically, for the 
president's having exposed the massive corruption and the people 
behind the self-dealing - the decisions that transferred America's 
wealth to China for decades. What's behind America's decades-long 
transfer of its wealth and assets to the Chinese, as well as the transfer 
and theft of its intellectual capital? 

What is behind Bill & Hillary Clinton's, Barack Obama's, and Joe 
Biden's activities and travels? 

https://www.zerohedge.com/health/covid-19-evidence-over-hysteria
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/13/us/coronavirus-deaths-estimate.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/13/us/coronavirus-deaths-estimate.html
https://www.en24.news/a/2020/03/hydroxychloroquine-would-be-effective-according-to-professor-raoult-of-the-ihu-in-marseille-after-a-first-limited-test.html
https://www.en24.news/a/2020/03/hydroxychloroquine-would-be-effective-according-to-professor-raoult-of-the-ihu-in-marseille-after-a-first-limited-test.html
https://www.nytimes.com/1999/05/11/world/clinton-approves-technology-transfer-to-china.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/what-we-know-about-hunter-bidens-dealings-in-china-11570181403
https://www.wsj.com/articles/what-we-know-about-hunter-bidens-dealings-in-china-11570181403


As well as China's bribes to the Clinton Foundation? 

Otherwise known as, BUSINESS AS USUAL. 

Or The SWAMP.

Consider this: almost a trillion dollars per year goes to China every 
year.  

From America. And Americans.

People made decisions that promoted this transfer of wealth.

Who are these people and whose wealth was being transferred?

Now extend that transfer of wealth (aka trade imbalance) indefinitely 
into the future. 

FOREVER. Year after year.

How much wealth is that? 

How many innocent human lives is it worth to the Chinese - especially 
if the lives lost are mostly American and European lives?

Are you appalled no one has figured it out? 

Has anyone figured out that a bio weapon of mass destruction 
also has an antidote developed along with the weapon - 
mandatory procedure in the manufacture of poisons, highly-
toxic chemicals, and bio-warfare material?

Does anyone wonder why China hasn't had a single case of 
Covid-19 in four days straight? 

All of a sudden, no cases of infection.

Just as the virus caught on elsewhere and is growing?

Anyone?

https://www.wsj.com/articles/china-was-bill-clintons-russia-1488585526
https://www.diis.dk/en/research/with-trump-us-china-relations-are-no-longer-business-as-usual
https://noqreport.com/2020/03/06/joe-biden-is-the-deep-state-and-swamps-manchurian-candidate/


There's more to this story, a story of a Clinton operative standing next 
to the American President.

Political Health – The Motives of a Very, Very, 
Political Dr. Fauci

My take:

Donald Trump began to crush the Chinese economy before the 
Covid-19 breakout.  He stated his plans during his campaign for 
president. And then he became president.

The Chinese were losing the trade wars. 

Donald Trump was winning the trade wars. 

For America, there was no downside risk. 

In fact, no downside at all but for the political pundits who were on the 
payroll of the DNC.

We are speaking about uncountable trillions America lost every year in 
the past, now going forward into infinity. 

This situation is now about to be reversed.

Trump's purpose was exactly as he stated it. 

America First, we are to repatriate jobs, cash, and businesses from 
China. 

Donald Trump acted not in China's benefit, but as he promised, in 
America's.

Exactly what the Chines leaders are doing, and expected to do, for 
China. 

They act in China's benefit, not America's.

https://theconservativetreehouse.com/2020/03/21/political-health-the-motives-of-a-very-very-political-dr-fauci/
https://theconservativetreehouse.com/2020/03/21/political-health-the-motives-of-a-very-very-political-dr-fauci/


Consider that the virus may very well have been a bio weapon aimed 
at Donald Trump - and his achievement of a booming economy. 

The president who is in the middle of successfully reversing decades-
long US policy toward China and former leaders looking-away as we 
transferred our wealth to Beijing. Consider that China lied many times 
about the nature of the virus and what they are doing about it.

WHAT DID CHINA KNOW, AND WHEN DID THEY 
KNOW IT? 

Partly credited to Jesse Watters' dreamscape:

1. Coronavirus first surfaced in China mid-November 2019
2. Once China identified the virus, China ordered the labs to destroy 

the samples and suppressed the news
3. Chinese scientists were actually silenced and told a lie
4. Wuhan went on a New Year's celebration spree with 11 million 

people rolled out to be merry-merry
5. The Chinese government waited months before shutting down 

the markets from where the virus came
6. In January the Chinese lied to the WHO (World Health 

Organization) and said that the virus could not be transmitted 
human to human. Then China dragged its feet releasing the data 
on the virus to the world

7. When the Trump administration offered to send scientists to 
China to investigate the virus, China said no, and wouldn't let 
them come in

8. After all these mistakes, the Chinese foreign ministry headed by 
Lijian Zhao accused the US of creating the virus, and tweeted, "It 
might be US army who brought the virus to Wuhan."

9. Doubling down on these malevolent acts against the United 
States, the Chinese threatened to withhold critical medical 
supplies, ingredients and pharmacology ONLY to be delivered to 
the US, just as the pandemic was hitting hard

10. Then the Chinese unleashed an enormous propaganda operation 
onto which the legacy (DNC) media latched, to erase the word 
"China" and "Chinese" from any association with the virus. The 
American Press has bought into the Chinese propaganda by 



vehemently objecting to the president using words suggesting 
that "Covid-19 is a Chinese virus, a virus from China." 

Meanwhile the media lied about everything:

1. Trump did not cut funding to the CDC. In fact funding for the 
CDC and NIH was increased every consecutive year Trump was 
in office.

2. Trump did not scrap the pandemic unit at the National Security 
Council. The unit simply moved to another division with a 
different title.

3. Trump did not refuse to accept testing kits from the WHO. The 
WHO doesn't make or sell kits. We make our own and always 
have made our own. There however was a slowdown that is 
being fixed.

4. Trump has not muzzled his scientists or muzzled science. China 
did that. Our scientists are on TV every single day with this 
president standing right next to them. China, on the other hand, 
murders its scientists.

5. Trump did not tell governors you're on your own having to buy 
ventilators. The Federal government is backing them up if they 
can't get them themselves. By law, states, independent 
governing entities, are responsible for health care distribution 
and management.

6. Trump did not call the Coronavirus a hoax. He called the LEFT's 
attempt to weaponize and politicize the virus, a hoax. Just 
another example of the lying, dishonest, legacy media in the 
pockets of the Democrats.

7. The American People do approve of the president's handling 
of the virus by an over twenty percent margin from the median.

8. The president said GOOGLE was working with him to create a 
virus testing website for ALL Americans. The press said 
GOOGLE had no plans to do this and the president keeps lying. 
That was FAKE NEWS - and the president rightly called them out 
for doing exactly what they had accused the president. Most of 
what the press says about Donald Trump happens to be fake 
news, aka, lies, misrepresentations, spin, fabrications, fictions, 
because the press is working for the Democrat National 
Committee, whose talking heads and operatives make up much 
of the legacy media.

https://www.cdc.gov/budget/documents/fy2020/cdc-overview-factsheet.pdf
https://thehill.com/homenews/administration/487581-bolton-defends-decision-to-shutter-nsc-pandemic-office
https://khn.org/news/biden-falsely-blames-trump-administration-for-rejecting-who-coronavirus-test-kits-that-were-never-offered/
https://www.vox.com/2020/2/10/21124881/coronavirus-outbreak-china-li-wenliang-world-health-organization
https://www.vox.com/2020/2/10/21124881/coronavirus-outbreak-china-li-wenliang-world-health-organization
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/02/07/business/china-coronavirus-doctor-death.html
https://khn.org/morning-breakout/trump-tells-governors-that-feds-will-back-them-up-but-they-need-to-secure-respirators-ventilators-for-themselves/
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/opinion/no-trump-didnt-call-the-coronavirus-a-hoax
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/opinion/no-trump-didnt-call-the-coronavirus-a-hoax
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/20/poll-majority-of-americans-now-approve-of-trumps-coronavirus-management-138570
https://www.theverge.com/2020/3/21/21189051/google-coronavirus-website-launches-covid19-trump-enhanced-search-results
https://www.theverge.com/2020/3/21/21189051/google-coronavirus-website-launches-covid19-trump-enhanced-search-results


The bottom line: The virus came from China. The virus is Chinese, as 
the president correctly identified it. And as the Useful Idiots, the 
legacy media and Democrats denied it, and bludgeoned those who 
stated the facts correctly, as racists. Understanding the weaknesses 
and divisions in our nation, the Chinese cynically weaponized the left 
media who eagerly, and just as cynically, punish this president, as 
they glommed onto the Chinese narratives of deception, avoidance, 
and blaming.

China gave us the virus, China lied about the virus at every turn. Only 
China can and will profit from the virus in the long term if the ploy of 
infecting the world defeated a Trump second term. And Trump's 
domestic enemies in the Swamp profit in the short term in November. 
That's precisely where any detective would go with an accountant at 
his side. Bill Bennett, a former cabinet secretary of education, said in 
2016 that they (the Swamp) will do anything to defeat Trump. Indeed.

WHO WILL PROFIT FROM THE VIRUS?
Consider that if this hypothesis, not a conspiracy theory, is true, and 
that the Chinese have gotten a handle on the infection and can cure it, 
one has to ask why, and how did they do it?

One of the first priority for creating bioweapons is an antidote.
Maybe the Chinese have it, have had it all along, and we don't?

Well, China is no longer infected. Is that a clue?

Crushing the American economy and along with it another four 
years of Trump has to be a Chinese priority above all else - and 
it is.  It is a plan the Chinese and Russians - clearly allied 
economically and possibly militarily - share.  Both share this 
agenda with America's Democrats and Rinos, and the political 
left.

The Chinese played out their act with Covid-19.  The Democrats 
with the Mueller Probe, and they and Mitt Romney with the 
Impeachment.  Which is not surprising, since Russia, China, 
and the Democrats, are creatures of the political left who share 
not only impulses of tyrannical behavior and fascism, but the 
mutual desire to crush the Trump Presidency.



In September 2019, way BEFORE the Covid breakout in China - never 
mind the US - and to the outrage and coordinated criticism from 
Democrats and the legacy media, Trump was way ahead of the curve. 
He repeatedly called for the repatriation of American business, jobs, 
investment, and specifically America's pharma production. These were 
according to Trump an economic and national security necessity. It 
was obvious to anyone aware of what is going on. It also alarmed 
those whose game and livelihood were being threatened by Donald 
Trump's demands. For example, The Clinton Foundation.

Implausible? Are they not the very same lying media whose pundits 
and 55 billionaires contributed over 90% to Campaign Hillary; the 
same people who did not report these facts, or spun the news, even 
the good news, against Trump? 

Incidentally, did anyone notice that the greatest density of infection 
and death exist ONLY in the states governed by Democrats? 
Washington, New York, and California? 

(c) Andrew G. Benjamin

https://www.cnbc.com/2019/09/01/trump-ordered-us-firms-to-ditch-china-but-many-already-have.html
https://www.opensecrets.org/news/2019/11/clinton-foundation-cash-flow-drop/
https://www.mrc.org/special-reports/liberal-mediaevery-poll-shows-journalists-are-more-liberal-american-public-%E2%80%94-and

